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in order to find the imsl fortran libraries, you must use the absoft pro fortran ide. here, you can browse for the imsl library. after that, you will have to reference the imsl library in your project. the imsl libraries
have the extension.f, so you will have to include the ".f" extension in your search. the two files, libmsl_f08_gcc.lib and libmsl_f08_gfortran.lib, are very large. the first file is the imsl f08 library, and the second file
is the imsl f08 library for the gcc compiler. it is not necessary to include these files with your project, but it is highly recommended. you may also want to include the library with the imsl c libraries. this is done

by including the appropriate line in your project. the imsl 2018 fortran numerical libraries for windows, macos, and linux provide additional features and performance enhancements for use with absoft pro fortran
2019 (v19.0) and later compilers. building on over four decades of experience, imsl 2018 provides a robust and cohesive development solution for developers looking to save time and money during the software

development cycle. you can see the following features in the new imsl fortran library: parallelism, threads, openmp strings, arrays, matrices, vectors ranges, classes standard library: i/o, math, optimization,
statistics, xml, data structures windows, linux, mac cuda, openacc, openmp, pgi, intel, amd thread-safe the following features of the new imsl fortran library: parallelism, threads, openmp strings, arrays,

matrices, vectors ranges, classes standard library: i/o, math, optimization, statistics, xml, data structures windows, linux, mac cuda, openacc, openmp, pgi, intel, amd thread-safe
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